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SUPER LEAD TITLE
My Meerkat Mum
Ruth Paul

$18.99
Up. Down. Dig. Play. Meerkat Mum leads the way.
Snuggle up, little pup, Join them in a meerkat day!

Sales Points:
• By internationally acclaimed, award-winning author/illustrator Ruth Paul
• Gorgeous illustrations, full of life and fun, bring the sights and colours of
the savannah to your home
• A long-awaited companion volume to My Dinosaur Dad
• Short, staccato text, reminiscent of Bad Dog Flash
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434894 • HARDBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 226 X 210 MM • 24 PP • $18.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434894z
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Set to the all-new sonic backdrop of Awesome Mixtape #2,
Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy Vol.2 continues the team’s
adventures as they traverse the outer reaches of the cosmos.
The Guardians must fight to keep their newfound family together
as they unravel the mystery of Peter Quill’s true parentage.
Old foes become new allies and fan-favourite characters from
the classic comics will come to our heroes’ aid as the Marvel
Cinematic Universe continues to expand.

Sales Points:
• Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy holds the record as the most
successful debut film in the Marvel Cinematic Universe

• Multi-platform franchise support includes an ongoing animated
series on Disney XD and games on iOS and Android

• Guardians of the Galaxy was a hit with critics and audiences,
earning over $770 million at the box office

• Laugh-out-loud funny

• Features the fan-favourite ragtag team made famous in the first
film: Star-Lord, Rocket, Drax, Gamora and Groot

Marvel
Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2
DELUXE
Colouring and
Activity Book

Marvel
Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2:
Colouring and
Activity Book

$6.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743816790
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM
• 24 PP • $3.99

ª|xHSLHODy816 08z

$3.99

Cover not final

Cover not final

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743816608
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 276 X 200 MM
• 48 PP • $6.99

QTY

• Packed with action and adventure

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy816790z
Marvel
Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2:
Activity Bag

Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2:
Giant Activity Pad
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743816639 • PAPERBACK
• ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 297 X 375 MM • 32 PP • $10.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy816 39z

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743816783
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM
• 2 X 24 PP EACH • $7.99

Cover not final

$10.99

$7.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy816783z
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QTY

Marvel Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol. 2:
Movie Novel

$7.99

$10.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743817513
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY
• AGES 5+• 280 X 204 MM
• 16 PP • $7.99

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743817476
• PAPERBACK • FICTION
• AGES 8+ • 194 X 133 MM
• 144 PP • $10.99
Cover not final

Cover not final

QTY

Marvel Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol. 2:
Sticker Activity Book

ª|xHSLHODy817513z

ª|xHSLGKDy803953z

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy817476z

Marvel Guardians
of the Galaxy:
Rocket’s Guide

Marvel Rocket and
Groot: Stranded on
Planet Strip Mall!

$13.99

Tom Angleberger

Written in the humorous voice
of Rocket with short Q&A
contributions from other
characters, Rocket’s Guide is an
entertaining look at the world of
the Guardians, their allies and their
deadliest foes.

$15.99

SCHOLASTIC INC
• ISBN 9781603803953
• PAPERBACK • FICTION
• AGES 6+ • 276 X 216 MM
• 48 PP • $13.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy81 252z
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Rocket (that’s me) and
Groot (that’s him) have been
shipwrecked on a mysterious
planet! We are badly injured from
a piranha fight and have no ship,
no guns, no money, no food and
no water ... I AM GROOT! Right,
pal, all we have is each other . . .
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781743811252
• PAPERBACK • FICTION
• AGES 8+ • 194 X 140 MM
• 224 PP • $15.99

4

KIWIS AT WAR
A WWI series from Scholastic NZ

Kiwis at War 1917: Machines of War
Brian Falkner

$18.99
17-year-old Bob Sunday has stolen his brother’s identity to enlist in WW1.
Keith was killed at Gallipoli, so doesn’t need it any more, anyway. But Bob
is keen to join the Royal Flying Corps, and soon finds himself flying patrols
over the front line in France, up against the likes of the Red Baron —
Manfred von Richthofen. A boy’s dreams of adventure are soon shattered
amid the horrors of war; culminating in his witnessing the destruction at
Passchendaele.

Sales Points:
• The fourth title in the popular Kiwis at War series
• A powerfully written story showing how warfare changed forever with
the introduction of the aeroplane and the tank
• While Falkner does not shy away from the horrors of war, his writing also
brings humour and warmth – 1917: Machines of War is a riveting read

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775432807 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 12+ • 198 X 128 MM • 352 PP • $18.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy432807z

Cover not final

• Young teen boys, in particular, will relish the experience and marvel at
how the air aces of WW1 were not much older than them – most in their
late teens and early twenties

WATCH FOR MORE KIWIS AT WAR

TRADE PARADE SEPTEMBER 2016
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LEAD TITLES
WeirDo: #8 Really Weird!
Anh Do

$15.99
Grandma Do is visiting, plus there’s a trip to the farm AND the school dance! Life is
about to get really weird for Weir Do . . . because Grandma Do is the weirdest one of
all!

Sales Points:
• WeirDo awarded ABIA BOOK OF THE YEAR 2014!
• Book 8 in the hilarious series from best-selling and award-winning author Anh Do
• Laugh out loud as Grandma Do eats noodles with knitting needles, and WeirDo
chases after runaway pigs!
• More than 700,000 books in print in Australia
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760276768 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 198 X 140 MM • 160 PP • $15.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy276768z
Tiny Timmy #5: On Tour!
Tim Cahill

$14.99
Big news! Tiny Timmy and his team are going on a soccer tour. They’ll be away from home
for a whole week, travelling and playing matches. Just like a professional team! What could
be better? But Timmy hasn’t been away from his family for that long before. Can he play his
best, or will he miss home too much? Find out how Timmy travels in book 5 of the bestselling series from Socceroos legend, Tim Cahill.

Sales Points:
• Fifth book in the exciting new series from Tim Cahill
• Funny, engaging text to encourage readers of all levels
• Jam-packed with fun illustrations throughout
• Pitched to the 7+ reader, and perfect for reluctant readers
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743816509 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 190 X 150 MM • 128 PP • $14.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy816509z
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LEAD TITLES
Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #5: School Daze
Zack Zombie

$10.99
Join Zombie on a hilarious adventure as he tries to make it through the last few weeks before
Summer Break. How much trouble can a 12-year-old Zombie get into, just to take his mind off of
the gruelling last few weeks before summer break? A lot more than you would expect! Find out
about all of the crazy ideas Zombie comes up with, just so he can have the best summer ever.
Jump into this zany Minecraft adventure today!

Sales Points:
• Over 400,000 copies sold in the first year of publication in the USA
• Nominated for the 2016 Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice Award for Favourite Book
• Diary format filled with Minecraft references and laugh-out-loud jokes
• Consistently in Amazon’s Top 10 Best Sellers List
• Appealing to both reluctant and avid readers
• This series was written to encourage kids who love the game to learn to love reading as well
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781743818312 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 160 PP • $10.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy818312z
Sci-Fi Junior High #1
John Martin
Illus Scott Seegert

$15.99
Kelvin Klosmo isn’t just the new kid at school — he’s the new kid in the galaxy! Sci-Fi Junior High
is an inter-galactic space station with students of all shapes, sizes, smells and slime content. As
the son of Earth’s two most famous geniuses, Kelvin isn’t just the smartest kid in the world …
he’s the smartest kid in the universe. At least, that’s what everybody at Sci-Fi Junior High thinks.
So maybe Kelvin lied a little about being a genius to fit in. And maybe a mad scientist is about
to take over the universe unless Kelvin can stop him. Maybe everyone is doomed. Well, at least
Kelvin won’t have to worry about homework anymore.

Sales Points:
• Hilarious, highly illustrated middle-grade fiction packed with lots of intergalactic laughs!
• Presented by James Patterson’s new children’s imprint — Jimmy Patterson Books
Cover not final

• An out-of-this-world story about friendship, accepting differences, good versus evil and evil
bunnies (yes, evil bunnies)

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy818046z

KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781743818046 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM
• 320 PP • $15.99
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LEAD TITLES
The Seven Signs #4: Killswitch
Michael Adams

$15.99
A city in chaos. Seven in a desperate battle for survival. Billions
across the world on the brink of apocalypse.
The DARE Seven face danger from all sides: violent criminals are
hunting them down, trigger-happy police suspect them of murder
and The Signmaker keeps changing the rules of the game. As the
clock keeps ticking towards the Fourth Sign, can Zander, Yasmin,
Dylan, Andy, Isabel, Mila and JJ reach the next target and prevent
the deadliest attack yet? Or will they fall victim as The Signmaker
becomes ever more ruthless?
If you could be a hero, would you DARE? Seven Signs. Four days left
to save the world . . .

Sales Points:
• The fourth book in the THRILLING 7-book adventure from the
publishers of international best-selling series The Last Thirteen
• Written by Michael Adams — YA author and journalist
• This is Michael’s first series for younger readers and is perfect
for those who love adventure and mystery
• A single serialised storyline across 7 instalments released in one
year, each book ending with a dramatic cliff-hanger
• A high-stakes, globe-trotting story incorporating code-breaking,
teamwork, friendship and heart-stopping danger
• Prizes to be won!
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743628041 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 128 MM • 192 PP • $15.99
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy628041z
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PICTURE BOOKS
A Mother’s Day Dilemma
Juliette Maclver
Illus Janine Millington

$17.99
Poor Prince Pierre and Princess Emma face a major muddlesome dilemma. What do you give your
mother the Queen when she has absolutely everything?

Sales Points:
• The perfect gift for Mother’s Day!

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy43 453z

• More faultless rhyme and rhythm from Storylines Notable Books author Juliette MacIver
• Vibrant, colourful illustrations from Janine Millington
• Shows children that the perfect gift can be something very simple and inexpensive – free, even!
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND LTD • ISBN 9781775433453 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

If I Had an Elephant
Richard Fairgray
Illus Terry Jones

$19.99
If I had an elephant for a best friend, there’d be no stopping us! We’d get matching jackets. We’d build a
time machine together. We’d have OUT OF THIS WORLD adventures.

Sales Points:
• The team of Fairgray & Jones has created another beautifully produced, quirky picture book
• Award-winning author and illustrator of multiple collaborations, including the Blastosaurus series
• Ideal for comic book fans and anyone with an offbeat sense of humour!
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy434764z

• Beautiful large-format, hardback edition
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434764 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 305 X 254 MM • 32 PP • $19.99

Beauty and the Very Beastly Beast
Mark Sperring
Illus Barbara Bongini

$17.99
When Beauty leaves her darling Popsey and beloved sisters behind to live with the dreaded Beast, she
discovers that he might not be so very beastly after all. A witty re-imagining of a classic tale, brought to life
with humorous illustrations and a shiny foiled cover.

Sales Points:
• Meet Beauty as you’ve never seen her before in this picture book retelling by Mark Sperring

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy164830z

• From the author-illustrator team behind Cinderella and Her Very Bossy Sisters
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407164830 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 275 X 250 MM
• 32 PP • $17.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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PICTURE BOOKS

Let’s Find Fred

Superbat

Steven Lenton

Matt Carr

$17.99

$17.99

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy16 1 7z

Every night, Stanley the zookeeper says goodnight to all of the
animals and tucks them up in bed. But one night, he can’t find
Fred . . . where could he be? With stunning, graphic artwork from
rising star Steven Lenton, children will love spotting Fred as he hides
at the market, in the park, at the funfair and, finally, at a panda-tastic
black-and-white ball.

Sales Points:

QTY

Pat the bat decides to be special . . . a SUPERBAT! But he soon
realises this is harder than it looks. All his bat friends have amazing
hearing. All of them can fly. And all bats can find their way in the
dark. Pat is starting to think that he will never stand out — until a
family of mice see him for what he really is . . . A HERO! A hilarious,
heart-warming and strikingly illustrated debut picture book by a
brilliant new talent, Matt Carr.

• Let’s Find Fred is a fabulous search-and-find picture book with
stunning novelty add-ons including a moving-eyes cover and a
spectacular fold-out final spread

Sales Points:

• Join Fred the panda on his escape from the zoo as he hides from
Zookeeper Stanley all around the city

• Strikingly fresh, contemporary illustrations

• Striking graphic artwork brings Fred’s adventure to life with
stylish and vibrant humour
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407166117 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE
• AGES 3+ • 275 X 250 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

ª|xHSLEKHy172828z

• Funny, heart-warming story about a bat who wants to be a
superhero!
• Incredibly exciting debut picture book by a remarkable new
talent
• Story that celebrates the underdog and believing in your dreams
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407172828 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE
• AGES 3+ • 260 X 260 MM • 32 PP • $17.99

Speak Chinese,
Fang Fang!

The Anzac Tree
Christina Booth

Sally Rippin
Illus Sally Rippin

$26.99

$17.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy1542 6z

Inspired by the story of two soldiers who planted two trees on their
farm before they headed to the Great War, the story of the Anzac
Tree is one that looks at the lives of those left behind in times of war.

Sales Points:

QTY

ª|xHSLIQCy912908z

Fang Fang is Australian, but her parents still want her to speak
Chinese. Fang Fang doesn’t want to, and she’s embarrassed by her
parents’ inability to speak English. Then her cousin Lily from China
comes to stay, and Fang Fang sees things differently.

• A stunning true story that covers a family’s century of war and
Anzac Day remembrances

Sales Points:

• From the author of Welcome Home, which won the 2014
Environment Award for Children’s Literature

• A celebration of Australia’s multicultural society

• Award-winning illustrator

• Written and beautifully illustrated by Christina Booth

• Attractive, colourful artwork with a Chinese brush-style
influence

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781760154226 • HARDBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $26.99

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781862912908 • PAPERBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 5+ • 255 X 290 MM • 24 PP • $17.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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FICTION
Furry Friends #2: Marshmallow Magic
Holly Webb

$10.99
Sophie isn’t happy about moving to a strange new country. But then she meets Josephine — a macarooneating, tutu-wearing guinea pig who shows Sophie that living in a new place is exciting.
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407154336 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 199 X 128 MM
• 112 PP • $10.99

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy1543 6z
Create Your Own Superhero Epic
Andrew Judge

$14.99
An adventure where YOU read, choose, draw, fold, twist, tear — and more — to complete your own
unique story.
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407171265 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 199 X 128 MM
• 128 PP • $14.99

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy171265z
Amy Lee and the Darkness Hex
$15.99
Something is terribly wrong in Amy Lee’s Land of Love. A strange purple cloud has appeared on the horizon, and
Amy discovers that the trees are all dying in the forest. Can Amy defeat the dark forces threatening her beloved
kingdom? This illustrated novel brings to life the richly imagined world of Minecraft’s AmyLee33, in a highadventure quest that will leave fans laughing, gasping in shock, and saying, Loves it!

Sales Points:
• Following the success of Stampy Cat, fellow Minecraft superstar Amy Lee brings her own fanastical world to
book format: this fiction title follows up on Amy Lee’s nonfiction title The Magical World of Amy Lee

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy172 31z

• Amy Lee is the #1 female gamer for kids, with a devoted following of girls aged 3–13, over 900,000 YouTube
subscribers with 9 million views a month, and 210,000 Twitter followers
• This is the first of a series of illustrated novels that presents the Land of Love in a whole new way; filled with
adventure, humour and drama, these books present a more complicated view of Amy’s world than fans have
seen in the mega-popular videos online
SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407172231 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 152 MM
• 256 PP • $15.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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FICTION
Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #9: Slurp Monster Showdown
Geronimo Stilton

$14.99
Geronimo Stiltonix and the spacemice are visiting a planet where the most delicious wild mozzarella grows.
Yum! But the planet is plagued by the slurp monster — a scary alien who wants all the mozzarella for himself!
Can the spacemice restore harmony on this cheesy planet without getting slurped up themselves?

Sales Points:
• Fans of Geronimo Stilton will love this spin-off series featuring the sci-fi version of Geronimo, in space
• Spacemice stories are funny, packed with outer-space action, and full of familiar characters
• Holey cheese! There are 35 million Geronimo Stilton books in print

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy08 571z

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338088571 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 193 X 132 MM
• 128 PP • $14.99

Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #4: Lost in Time
Geronimo Stilton

$21.99
I couldn’t believe it. I, Geronimo Stilton, had to travel back in time to save a friend! Professor Paws von Volt
needed my help. He had travelled to the past alone to prove that an artefact in the Egyptian Mouseum was
genuine — and now he was lost in time! My friends and I boarded the professor’s newest time machine to go
find him, and ended up on a crazy trip through history. We met Cleopatra, Genghis Khan, famouse poet Dante,
Queen Elizabeth I, and more. It was a fabumouse journey! But could we find the professor and make it back to the
present?

Sales Points:
• 320-page Geronimo Stilton hardbacks consistently perform well
• Geronimo’s journey to three historical periods in the story makes this a great curriculum tie-in
QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy08 7 9z

• Includes great nonfiction facts and activities to engage readers even more throughout!
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338088779 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 200 X 138 MM
• 320 PP • $21.99

Scar Island
Dan Gemeinhart

$24.99
Jonathan Grisby is the newest addition to the Slabhenge Reformatory School for Troubled Boys. On his first
full day at the remote island facility, a freak lightning storm leaves the kids without any adult supervision.
Suddenly the inmates are running the asylum — and unless Jonathan can move beyond his troubled past and
assert himself as a leader, every boy on the island is doomed.

Sales Points:
• By the author of The Honest Truth
• Dan Gemeinhart is a Scholastic star, winning fans wherever he goes
• His previous books have received great reviews
• Dan’s most commercial book yet!
QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy053845z

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338053845 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 210 X 140 MM
• 256 PP • $24.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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FICTION
Wed Wabbit
Lissa Evans

$21.99
When Minnie wakes up in hospital asking for her favourite toy, Wed Wabbit, Fidge promises to bring it to her.
But when falling down the rabbit hole involves your little sister’s favourite toys coming to life, you just know it’ll
be funny as well. Prison food is warm milk with skin, and yoghurt with bits in (‘wevolting’), her sparkly pink teddy
bear elephant is in fact a self-help guru and Wonderland is in fact the land of the Wimbly Woos, populated by
— you guessed it — Wimbly Woos, strange, brightly coloured creatures shaped like dustbins. And this is where
cynical and sarcastic Fidge finds herself . . . she’s not overwhelmingly delighted, to say the least, but she soon
realises that she’s going to have to get used to Wimbly Land if she’s ever going to see her little sister again —
because Wimbly Land is in danger and if she doesn’t save it, she’s going down with it. PS: It’s really a red rabbit,
but Minnie can’t say R’s.
QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy989432z

Sales Points:
• Hugely funny and poignant ‘down the rabbit hole’ adventure
• A classic in the making — wildly inventive, dazzlingly funny and sometimes quite scary
• Tautly plotted adventure that packs a surprising emotional punch
• The author’s first novel, Small Change for Stuart, was shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and the Costa
Book Award
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989432 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 135 MM
• 288 PP • $21.99

Mark of the Thief #3: Wrath of the Storm
Jennifer A. Nielsen

$24.99
Trouble has a way of always finding Nicolas Calva, and it’s not likely to leave him alone any time soon.
Can he manage to keep his friends and family safe, claim his own freedom once and for all, and rescue the
Empire before the magic gets the better of him? With twists and turns on every page, critically-acclaimed
author Jennifer Nielsen weaves an epic, action-packed conclusion to her extraordinary Mark of the Thief
trilogy.

Sales Points:
• Mark of the Thief earned terrific reviews, including a star from Kirkus!
• The series brings classically popular Roman mythology new life with a courageous, plucky hero

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy562072z

• The False Prince is a The New York Times bestseller and was named a New York Times Notable Children’s
Book and a Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year!
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545562072 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 9+ • 210 X 140 MM
• 352 PP • $24.99

Alice Jones: The Ghost Light
Sarah Rubin

$17.99
An old refurbished theatre, the Beryl, is re-opening. Days before opening night, the ghost light — left on
at night to appease the ghosts of actors — is extinguished. Alice digs into the Beryl’s past, sleuthing in a
network of dark backstage corridors and cobwebby storage rooms. Gradually, she starts to uncover the
hundred-year-old secret of the theatre: a stolen diamond. Is the Beryl haunted by a ghost — or a living thief?

Sales Points:
• The sequel to the critically acclaimed Alice Jones: The Impossible Clue
• Authentic characters and tons of charm and humour — another gripping and original mystery
with a fantastic twist

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy0 2872z

• A perfect upper-primary detective story for fans of Robin Stevens, or Trenton Lee Stewart’s
Mysterious Benedict Society
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910002872 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 304 PP • $17.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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FICTION
The Secret Keepers
Trenton Lee Stewart

$17.99
When Reuben discovers an old pocket watch, he soon realises it holds an incredible power: it can turn you
invisible for fifteen minutes. And the watch’s power is even more extraordinary than he knows. Soon, he’s on
the run from a despot determined to possess it for himself . . .

Sales Points:
• A dazzling new story from the much loved Trenton Lee Stewart, author of the New York Times
bestselling Mysterious Benedict Society series
• Fantastical elements and a truly original setting form the backdrop for this twisty-turny mystery

QTY

ª|xHSLJLBy07 282z

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781911077282 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 470 PP • $17.99

The White Tower
Cathryn Constable

$17.99
Livy is drawn to the roof of Temple College where, among the towering stone sentinels, she dreams she
can step into the sky. But her dreams are more real than she thinks …
The highly anticipated second novel from the worldwide bestselling author of The Wolf Princess.

Sales Points:
• The Wolf Princess has sold over 100,000 copies worldwide
• Science meets dreamy reality in this rich, atmospheric adventure
• Magical realism at its best for ages 10+
QTY

ª|xHSLJKJy489103z

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781909489103 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 304 PP • $17.99

TRADE PARADE APRIL 2017
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NONFICTION

Touch and Lift:
First 100 things that go

Touch and Lift:
First 100 animals

Touch and Lift:
First 100 words

$10.99

$10.99

$10.99

A classic 100 words book in an interactive
novelty book with flaps, touch-and-feels, and
a handle.

Lift the flaps to reveal 100 animals in
beautiful photographs.

Lift the flaps to discover pictures and
photographs that reinforce the association
between words and pictures. Comes with a
carry handle.

SCHOLASTIC INC
• ISBN 9781407172460 • BOARD BOOK
• PICTURE • AGES 2+ • 193 X 127 MM
• 12 PP • $10.99
QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy172460z

SCHOLASTIC INC
• ISBN 9781407172484
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE
• AGES 2+ • 193 X 127 MM • 12 PP
• $10.99
QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy172484z

SCHOLASTIC INC
• ISBN 9781407172477
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 193 X 127 MM • 12 PP • $10.99
QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy17247 z

Sales Points:
• These beautiful board books have foam-padded cases
• Each book is full of sturdy flaps to lift
• Each page covers a different topic

From Farm to Table: Veggies
Charles Hope

$16.99
Take an in-depth look at these amazing foodstuffs, and how they get from farms to our table.
WILD DOG BOOKS • ISBN 9781742034393 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 6+ • 260 X 250 MM
• 24 PP • $16.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy034393z
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ACTIVITY
The Stick Man Drawing and Colouring Book
Julia Donaldson
Illus Axel Scheffler

$13.99
The Stick Family is always busy in their Family Tree. Now you can join in the fun too, with this drawing activity
book based on the bestselling book Stick Man, by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.
Jam-packed with all kinds of colouring and drawing activities for preschoolers, there’s plenty to keep
Stick Man fans busy for hours.

Sales Points:
• The Stick Man Drawing and Colouring Book is a gorgeous gift activity book, perfect for creative kids
• Activities include drawing your very own family tree, and making Christmas decorations to cut out
and hang on your tree
QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy174754z

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407174754 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 1+ • 305 X 235 MM
• 64 PP • $13.99

Klutz JR: My Hand Art
$21.99
A refreshing spin on the traditional art of tracing and colouring your hand outline to make animals and outof-this world creatures. A sketch pad, glue and decorations are included, so kids have everything at their
fingertips to get started right away.

Sales Points:
• Develops hand dexterity and fine motor skills
• Improves bilateral coordination by teaching kids to use both their hands together
• Big crayons are easy for small hands to hold
KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545932462 • BOXED SET • ACTIVITY • AGES 4+ • 230 X 180 MM
• 16 PP • $21.99

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy932462z
Klutz JR: My Twinkly Tiaras
$24.99
Three crowns are just waiting for a princess to claim them as her own! The jewels have sticky backs and the
punch-out pieces attach with dimensional foam tape — so it’s easy to layer on the sparkle. Instructions are
included for even more crown and sceptre decorations using items around the house.

Sales Points:
• Promotes imaginative play
• Choose between open-ended play or see themed pages for inspiration
• No glue needed! Sticky-back gems and foam tape make attaching pieces as easy as pie
KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545932493 • BOXED SET • ACTIVITY • AGES 4+ • 265 X 180 MM
• 16 PP • $24.99

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy932493z
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ACTIVITY
LEGO Star Wars: Doodle Activity Book
$13.99
A brand new format for LEGO Star Wars: part activity book, part colouring/doodle book, coming hot
on the heels of Star Wars: Rogue One!

Sales Points:
• Star Wars: The Force Awakens grossed over $1.5 billion worldwide in first three weeks of release
• LEGO Star Wars: The Force Awakens video game arrived on consoles in June 2016
• Star Wars: Rogue One began showing in cinemas December 2016. Film takes place right before A
New Hope
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338112290 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 7+ • 280 X 215 MM
• 96 PP • $13.99

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy1 2 90z
Decorate this Journal
$24.99
Discover dozens of ways to make this journal come to life! Use the included pink, puffy paste to pipe
frosting-like designs all over the front cover and decorate it with 3D charms, squishy stickers and
rhinestones. Inside the journal, record the big ideas, silly thoughts, and amazing adventures of your life.
Guided activities include fun personality quizzes, writing and doodling prompts, fill-in-the-blank word
clouds, and free spaces to jot down whatever’s on your mind.

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy106374z

• A guided journal that you personalise inside and out
• Learn frosting-like techniques
• High quality puffy paste and fancy charms, plus instructions on how to use them
KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9781338106374 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 250 X 215 MM
• 56 PP • $24.99

Sew Mini Animals
$27.99
Stitch and stuff an assortment of fuzzy animals from felt! A companion to Sew Mini Treats, this title is all
about easy-to-make adorable plush animals with personalised faces and accessories.

Sales Points:
• No prior sewing experience needed
• Small-scale projects stitch up fast and provide hours of fun
• Super-clear instructions for each project

QTY
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KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9781338106442 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 229 X 204 MM
• 48 PP • $27.99
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HOT WHEELS IS THE #1
SELLING TOY IN THE WORLD!
8.9 million Hot WheelsTM cars are made every week and
10 cars are sold every second!
Only Hot WheelsTM drives the most thrilling vehicle
experiences for boys of all ages looking to fuel their
passion for speed, power and performance.

Hot Wheels Activity Bag
$7.99
This Hot Wheels Activity Bag includes a 24-page activity book, a 24-page colouring book and six
coloured pencils.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743817957 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+
• 275 X 210 MM • 2 X 24 PP • $7.99

Cover not final

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy817957z

Hot Wheels Paint With Water
$7.99
Swirl your brush in the paint and bring the cars to life in this great paint-with-water activity book.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743817971 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+
• 280 X 210 MM • 32 PP • $7.99

Cover not final

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy817971z

Hot Wheels Deluxe Colouring and Activity Book
$5.99
This Hot Wheels Deluxe Colouring and Activity Book is packed with 48 pages of thrilling puzzles, mazes and
activities.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743817964 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+
• 276 X 200 MM • 48 PP • $5.99

Cover not final

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy817964z

HOT WHEELS and associated trademarks and trade dress are owned by,
and used under license from Mattel, Inc. © 2017 Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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LICENSED PRODUCT

Disney Whisker
Haven Chapter Book
Great Mountain
Adventure

Shopkins:
Shoppies Welcome
to Chef Club!
$10.99
QTY

$10.99

ª|xHSLDNIy1 8070z

A novelisation of the upcoming shopkins DVD special!

Sales Points:
• Winner of the 2016 Licensed Character of the Year Award at the
International Licensing Awards

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy817 28z

Join the Palace Pets for fun and adventure in the magical world of
Whisker Haven!
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743817728 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 194 X 133 MM • 94 PP • $10.99

• Over 0.6 billion Shopkins produced
• Number 1 dolls brand in Australia
• Over 1 billion views on YouTube
• Season 6 toys launched in October 2016
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338118070 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 6+ • 194 X 134 MM • 80 PP • $10.99

LEGO Star Wars:
Quest for the
Kyber Saber with
Minifigure

Go Gaming:
The League of
Superhero Games

$10.99

$15.99

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy047431z

Relive all of the humour and action of LEGO Star Wars in this funfilled activity book.

Sales Points:
• Includes mazes, matching, code-breaking, puzzles, plus a buildable
minifigure
• LEGO and Star Wars: two powerhouse licences combined into
one great property
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338047431 • PAPERBACK
• ACTIVITY • AGES 7+ • 280 X 215 MM • 32 PP • $10.99

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy1 8131z

From free-to-play to triple-A blockbusters, everything is covered in
The League of Superhero Games: LEGO Batman, Avengers Initiative,
and Spider-Man: Total Mayhem are just a few of the wildly popular
superhero video games featured in this in-depth guide. No ‘rated M’
games will be covered, so parents can feel comfortable giving this
book to their child.

Sales Points:
• Includes a character favourite for every kid: Batman, Spider-Man,
Iron Man, The Hulk, and more!
• The dense gaming market calls for an expert guide to show kids
and parents the best choices
• A beautifully designed cover featuring household-name heroes
that is sure to stand out on the shelf
• Light, conversational text that a younger audience can quickly
engage with
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338118131 • PAPERBACK
• NON FICTION • AGES 8+ • 254 X 204 MM • 128 PP • $15.99
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LICENSED PRODUCT
Marvel Star-Lord: Knowhere to Run
$10.99
Life on Knowhere is pretty good for Peter and the other Guardians of the Galaxy. That is until Captain
Marvel arrives. She tells Peter that a shape-shifter is on Knowhere and holds the key to a powerful weapon
capable of destroying entire planets, including Earth! With a race against time, the duo must find this
mysterious villain before he detonates the device. But how do you catch someone that could be anyone —
including one of your friends? Will Peter succeed in foiling the shape-shifter’s plan and leave him nowhere
to run?

Sales Points:
• Just in time for the release of Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 (2017)
• Guardians of the Galaxy (2014) grossed over $700M worldwide
• The Marvel Cinematic Universe has overtaken Harry Potter and Star Wars
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy816 60z

• Packed with humour and comic-style art, it is perfect for reluctant readers
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743816660 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 194 X 133 MM • 128 PP • $10.99

Pokémon Adventure Collection (8-Book Set)
$39.99
Ash and his friends are on a journey to catch, train and discover new Pokémon! Join them on their
adventures in this box set of eight action-packed chapter books.

Sales Point:
• Pokemon Adventure Collection contains: Go West, Young Ash; Ash Ketchum, Pokémon Detective;
Chikoria Challenge; Prepare for Trouble; Battle for the Zephyr Badge; All Fired Up; Ash to the Rescue;
Secrets of the GS Ball
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743818534 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 7+
• 198 X 136 MM • $39.99

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy818534z
Overwatch World Guide
Terra Winters

$15.99
Welcome to the world of Overwatch. From time-jumping adventurer Tracer to super-smart, genetically
engineered gorilla Winston, this handbook is the perfect introduction to the scientists, soldiers and
adventurers that make up the Overwatch alliance. You’ll learn how each hero came to join Overwatch,
what their unique abilities and weapons are, and even some fun facts like Winston’s favourite snack.
There’s a poster you can hang on your wall, too!

Sales Points:
• This is the first new IP for Blizzard in 17 years

QTY
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• There are 24 characters, including strong female characters, with more to come
• Blizzard has spent more than $700 million to date on development; their PR budget is $1.8 million
• There are more than 8 million beta testers already signed up
• Full line of licensed product including apparel from J!nx and Funkpop figures
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338112801 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 229 X 152 MM
• 114 PP • $15.99
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HOW TO ORDER
Three easy steps to order:
1 Enter your store details below.
2 Select titles and quantities required.
	
3 Return to Customer Services via email:
orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,
or return to your Territory Manager.
For any queries please contact
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.
DELIVERY INFORMATION
DELIVER TO:
STORE NAME:

CUSTOMER CODE:

SUBURB:

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:

STATE:

DATE:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:
TERRITORY MANAGERS
North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834
South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836
Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

Lower South Island and Otago:
Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

OR CONTACT OUR
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:

Christchurch and Upper South Island
(Ashburton North):
Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898

Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early
as our school customers.

Denotes New Zealand author
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COMING NEXT MONTH

